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TL;DR
This paper proposes a simple and scalable object detection algorithm that significantly improves
mean average precision. The approach combines the idea that high-capacity convolutional neural
networks can be applied to bottom-up region proposals in order to localize and segment objects
and supervised pre-training followed by domain-specific fine-tuning yields a performance boost
when labeled data is scarce. This newly proposed method is called R-CNN: Regions with CNN
features. In tests, it outperformed OverFeat(another proposed object detection architecture) by a
large margin.

Introduction
To apply CNNs to object detection, two problems must be solved: localizing objects with a deep
network and training a high-capacity model with only a small quantity of annotated detection
data. Object detection requires localizing many objects within an image. Many previous
approaches like regression or a sliding window detector have not performed well. R-CNN
operates within the ”recognition using regions” framework. At test time, R-CNN first generates
around 200- region proposals for the input image then extracts a fixed-length feature vector and
lastly classifies each region with SVMs.

Object detection with R-CNN Semantic Segmentation
R-CNN is made of three modules. The first generates category-independent region proposals.
The second is a large CNN that extracted a feature vector from each region. The final module is a
set of specific linear SVMs. R-CNN is agnostic to the particular region proposal method but uses
selective search(selective search is a recursive greedy algorithm used to segment an image. It
starts with small regions, and greedily combines similar regions to make larger ones.) to enable a
more controller comparison with prior work in object detection. R-CNN extracts a
4096-dimensional feature vector from each region proposal using the Caffe implementation of
the CNN. The CNN is composed of five convolutional layers and two fully connected layers.
Before a region is fed into the CNN, it is warped into a tight bounding box. Each feature vector
is classified using an SVM trained for a class. Given all scored regions in an image, a greedy
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non-maximum suppression is applied to reject a region if it has an intersection-over-union
overlap with a higher scoring selected region larger than a learned threshold.

Training
The CNN is pre-trained. To adapt it to the new task, SGD is continued using warped region
proposals.

Results


